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Novel approach for characterization of water stabilized plasma sprayed ceramics
and metals by instrumented indentation
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The water stabilized plasma (WSP) sprayed coatings are known to have unique

properties due to high temperature and enthalpy of the plasma jet. This allows spraying

of coatings with thickness up to several millimeters. Mechanical properties of these

coatings are often measured by methods that disregard the heterogeneity of the

material. Instrumented indentation, on the other hand, can characterize such materials

at various loads and the observed properties can be related to the specific

microstructure. Further, the gradient of hardness can be measured along the

cross-section of such thick coatings. In the present study, two groups of WSP sprayed

coatings were investigated: alumina and 316L stainless steel. Both alumina and

stainless steel samples were sprayed at three feeding and spraying distances. The

phase composition of the coatings was characterized by x-ray diffraction and

microstructure by SEM. The instrumented indentation experiments were done in single

and cyclic indentation modes at loads ranging from ~1 mN to ~10 N and allowed

measurement of hardness, elastic modulus, creep and work of indentation. The main

result of cyclic indentation was hardness or elastic modulus depth profiles and thus

description of the scaling effect. Cyclic indentation between two constant loads showed

the response of the material to cyclic deformation. The cyclic mode measurements

were completed by single load indentation with a hold period at the maximum load. The

results of this experiment proved that the response of the material to cyclic indentation

is different from single indentation. The single indentation results showed that the

measurements at loads below 2 N are strongly dependent on the indented area; the

influence of both spraying and feeding distance are near the limit of the resolution of

this method. The cyclic indentation showed that hardness and elastic modulus are

decreasing with increasing depth and revealed the existence of a 'limit depth' above

which both hardness and elastic modulus are much less affected by the indentation

depth. Both single and cyclic indentation methods contribute therefore significantly to

understanding of the mechanical properties of WSP sprayed coatings.
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